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2008Year Children is required as an important period in human life in whichthe future features oft the personality is constructed . Furthermore, what is constructed in the individual personality affects thefutural behavior , family is also required as the most importantenvironment or institution that brings up the child and makes himacquires the social traditions and habits . Sometimes the methodsthat the family uses in fulfilling the children's needs is the reasonbehind constructing unaccepted and abnormal behavior like theact & robbery .This kind of behavior is not accepted in all societiesand its effects may remain in the individual behavior if it would notreformed during the early period in the human life. There aremany studies prove that most of children who have this kind of actin their , they will keep acting in this way till the time ofadolescence and pubescence if their abnormal and unrestfulbehavior is not reformed from the early time of their life.     The theory of the conditional procedural learning refers to thebehavioral deviation that results from the wrong  learning processwhich the child passed in the early time in his life. So it possible toget benefit from methods that this theory depends on in order tomodify the robbing act in the children's pre-school period.     There is another motive that makes the researcher perform thepresents research . Many of the children's mothers asked theresearcher to find a suitable solution for the robbing problem thattheir children have although their families didn't deprive themfrom anything.
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     The present research is limited to the kindergarten in theexplosive stage in Baghdad city about Five to Six years old. Thepresent research depends on the experimental design that includesthe experimental and the controlling group, the early and thesuccedent application for the instrument of the kindergarten's whohave robbing behavior.     The researcher has come to the following results:The conditional procedure learning program has an influence inthe remedy of robbing.     In the light of the results of the research, the researcher putssome recommendations and suggestions like :1- It is necessary to diagnose the robbery cases that thekindergarten's children committee in order to remedy themand prevent from being spread.
2- To complete the present research and develop it , theresearch suggests further studies like making comparativestudy to know the influence of the conditional procedurallearning the behavior of robbery between boys and girls.


